
MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
The MindSonar Conference 'Burnout: the New Epidemic' was a great success. 
 What conference would you like to run next year? We look forward to your
professional input so it can have maximum benefit in promoting MindSonar in
your region. Feedback here.

MindSonar week Latin America starts on 17th November. This is a Spanish
event, with 3 days of conferences delivered by MindSonar professionals
sharing how MindSonar has improved their coaching and consulting
businesses. Tune in and practice your Spanish while you connect with other
MindSonar professionals. Click Zoom to register. 

Festive Mindsonar UK 9th December looks at Santa through the lens of
MindSonar as he expands his business. Join our programme for a light-
hearted look at growing your business. Contact Ian

Hi Everybody! 

Anneke and I were at the Dutch Design Week in
Eindhoven. One conceptual design, about psychiatric
language, offered several great one-word reframes.
Not 'Crazy', but 'Stuck'. Not 'Treatment' but
'Strategy'. Not 'Prevention', but 'Life skills'. Not 'File',
but 'Story'. 
I was struck by the elegance and the importance of
this language-and-attitude redesign. Away from
illness. Towards everyday change. Away from concept.
Towards use.

Because when you're stuck you're so much more, too.
Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder
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http://www.mindsonar.info/
mailto:Ian@workforcesolutions.group
https://mindsonar-1.hubspotpagebuilder.com/mindsonar-week2021
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/growing-santas-business-tickets-205591378347


MINDSONAR PROFESSIONALS GLOBALLY

Options: choice and possibilities

Have you ever worked with someone who likes to keep their options open? You can
never pin them down to a specific date to meet or get them to make a choice? 
It can be frustrating. The trick is to get a decision from those options people that
they are comfortable with. Try using an internal language and narrowing the choice
- verbal and body language is a must for this. 

Ian, when is good for you, next week, to meet me on Monday or Wednesday (say this
while weighing both dates in each hand so they can see the weight of the choices)
and then say..... you choose. 

To an options person, there is still a choice and they made it but you narrowed the
field. Try it out and post the result on the WhatsApp group.

 

Mariusz Grudzień is on the journey of his life.  He supports and inspires
leaders, salespeople and professionals to co-create a World Full of
Opportunities, which is his motto. He invites clients to look for greater
efficiency and effectiveness, building individual consistency and balance
between private and professional life. He does it as a coach, trainer, lecturer,
friend and leader of the Effective Activity Institute.

Mariusz uses MindSonar to help clients understand thinking strategies so that
they can convert dreams into goals and actions. Mariusz starts every process
of helping managers with MindSonar testing.
 
He also uses MindSonar to develop a mindset as defined by Jim Collins:
"Genius of the AND". He integrates contradictions, for example: effectiveness
is not about being proactive or reactive - it is the ability to act proactively
with a reactive attitude that allows you to stop and analyse.  Contact Mariusz
here
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MEET MARIUSZ GRUDZEIN 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariusz-grudzie%C5%84-786a2a24?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_contact_details%3BrQQ%2BQB7yQVa1h0%2F2MuHm0g%3D%3D


In the UK it is Movember (grow a moustache to
support prostate cancer charities in November): 
Earth as a whole and together: 
Only by working together, united, can we make a
lasting impact. 
Proximity: 
Everyone grows a moustache for charity - do
your bit!
Matching and Mismatching:
Every moustache is a good moustache but the
worst moustache wins!

By Tim Hallbom
 
What motivates you to move ahead? Or, do you prefer to wait and gather
information from others before acting? When learning about what
motivates us (or others) to take action, it is very helpful to determine the
typically unconscious pattern, or Meta Program, that gets us to move
ahead.

Action Level Pattern – Proactive vs. Reactive

As always with Meta Programs, how we move into action will change
depending on the situation we are in. Often in more familiar settings, we
may be more inclined to be proactive given there is a different level of
safety. In another context, not knowing how the other people around us
may operate, we might be much more reactive.
 
Read more

Article
WHAT MOVES US TO TAKE ACTION? 
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